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   (1) Donated property value (taxation system for settlement at the time of inheritance)
   The value of donated property added to the taxable value of inheritance tax when property was donated to heirs by the bequeathing
party under the taxation system for settlement at the time of inheritance.

   (9) Deferred tax amount on artworks
   In the event that certain heirs (heirs to bailments) acquire the specific artworks through inheritance, etc. from the decedent who made a
bailment contract of the artworks with an art museum’s establisher and made a bailment of the artworks to the establisher based on the
certified preservation and utilization plan, and continue making a bailment of the artworks to the establisher, payment of the inheritance
tax that corresponds to 80% of the taxable price of the artworks out of the inheritance tax that the heirs shall pay will be deferred. This
term refers to the amount of inheritance tax to be deferred (Special Taxation Measure Law Sec. 70. 6. 7).

   (10)  Deferred tax amount on business assets
   In the event that heirs, etc. who are the successors of a business that obtains approval from prefectural governors for application to the
Act on Facilitation of Succession of Management of Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (heirs, etc. to business in special provisions)
acquire all of the specified assets associated with the business (excluding real property lending business) through inheritance or legacy
from the decedent who ran the business and filed blue returns for it (limited to the cases prescribed by Article 25-2 Paragraph 3 of the Act
on Special Measures Concerning Taxation), and run the business, payment of the inheritance tax that corresponds to the taxable price of
the specified business assets out of the inheritance tax that the heirs, etc. to business assets in special provisions shall pay will be
deferred. This term refers to the amount of inheritance tax to be deferred(Special Taxation Measure Law Sec. 70. 6. 10).

   (2) Donated property value (calendar-year taxation)
   The value of donated property added to the taxable value of inheritance tax when property was donated to heirs by the bequeathing
party within three years before the start of inheritance.

   (3) 20% additional tax
     When an heir other than a blood relative of first degree kinship or a spouse is included among heirs, an amount equal to 20% of the
        inheritance tax of the heir is added to the amount.

5  Inheritance Tax

For the people who use the statistical tables
1  Notes on use

 This section shows the taxation statistics for persons who acquire property from ancestors through inheritance, bequest or gifts under the
taxation system for settlement at time of inheritance for which the said inheritances commenced during 2020 based upon returns filed or cases
processed through October 31, 2021 (if declaration was due on November 1, 2021, declarations submitted by this due date are included) by
complete survey.

However, the tables of “(4) Statistics of filing returns or cases processed of Statistics of taxation” and “(5) Statistics of additional tax” in “5-1
Statistics of filing returns and Statistics of Taxation ” were shows the taxation statistics for persons who acquire property from ancestors
through inheritance, bequest or gifts under the taxation system for settlement at time of inheritance for which the said inheritances
commenced during 2020 (excluding cases when all persons acquiring property from the same ancestors have no taxation balance) based upon
returns filed or cases processed through October 31, 2021 (if declaration was due on November 1, 2021, declarations submitted by this due date
are included) and also shows the taxation statistics for persons who acquire property from ancestors through inheritance, bequest or gifts
under the taxation system for settlement at time of inheritance for which the said inheritances commenced before 2019 based upon returns
filed or cases processed.
2   Terminology (for 2020

The following terms in this section mean as follows.

   (7) Tax Payment Postponement Amount for Mountains and Forests
   Refers to a tax amount which is equivalent to 80 percent of inheritance tax on mountains and forests imposed on an heir, etc. and of
which the payment may be postponed when the heir, etc. acquires the mountains and forests from an inheritee through inheritance and
manages the forest operations him/herself and such mountains and forests are located within forest management planning areas which
fulfill certain requirements and are approved by the head of the municipal government(Special Taxation Measure Law Sec.70.6.6).

   (8) Tax Payment Postponement Amount for Interests in Medical Corporations
   Refers to the amount for which payment is postponed in cases when heirs, etc. acquire interests in medical corporations from ancestors
through inheritance, etc., and the medical corporations are authorized medical corporations as of the due date of inheritance tax
declaration, and payment is postponed for the inheritance tax corresponding to the taxable amount pertaining to interests in the medical
corporations among the inheritance tax required to be paid by the heirs, etc(Special Taxation Measure Law Sec.70.7.12).

   (4) Tax Payment Postponement Amounts for Farmlands, etc.
   Refers to the amounts for which payments are postponed in cases when heirs inherit farmlands, etc. and continue to engage in farming,
and payment is postponed for the amounts of the inheritance tax remaining after deductions from the inheritance tax of the amounts of
inheritance tax calculated on the basis of the value of the farmland upon agricultural investment(Special Taxation Measure Law Sec.70.6).

   (5) Deferred tax amount on stocks, etc.
In the event that heirs, etc. who are the successors of an unlisted company that obtains approval from prefectural governors under the

Act on Facilitation of Succession of Management of Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (heirs or devisees succeeding to business) acquire
stocks, etc. of the relevant unlisted company from the decedent through inheritance or bequest. in a certain period of time and continue to
manage the company, payment of the inheritance tax that corresponds to 80% of the taxable price of the stocks, etc. (limited to a certain
part), which is a part of the inheritance tax that the heirs or the devisees succeeding to business shall pay, will be deferred. This term
refers to the amount of inheritance tax to be deferred (Special Taxation Measure Law Sec. 70. 7. 2).

   (6) Special deferred tax amount of stocks, etc.
In the event that heirs who are the successors of an unlisted company that obtains approval from prefectural governors under the Act on

Facilitation of Succession of Management of Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (special heirs or devisees  succeeding to business)
acquire stocks, etc. of the relevant unlisted company from the decedent through inheritance or bequest and continue to manage the
company, payment of the inheritance tax that corresponds to the taxable price of the relevant stocks, etc., which is a part of the
inheritance tax that the special heirs or devisees succeeding to business shall pay, will be deferred. This term refers to the amount of
inheritance tax to be deferred (Special Taxation Measure Law Sec. 70. 7. 6).
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5  Inheritance Tax

3  Tax rate of inheritance tax, etc. (for 2020)
Less than
 10 million

yen

Less than
 30 million

yen

Less than
 50 million

yen

Less than
 100 million

yen

Less than
 200 million

yen

Less than
 300 million

yen

Less than
 600 million

yen

Over
 600 million

yen

Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen

4  Major deductions for inheritance tax

   (4) Amount of tax credit for interests in medical corporations
   On the acquisition of interests in medical corporations from ancestors through inheritance, etc., when the medical corporations are
authorized medical corporations at the commencement of inheritance, and heirs, etc. renounce part or all of the interest in the
authorized medical corporations during the period from the commencement of inheritance until the due date of inheritance tax
declaration, the amount of inheritance tax equivalent to the interest renounced is deducted from the amount of inheritance tax to be
paid by the heirs, etc(Special Taxation Measure Law Sec.70.7.13).

   (3) Amount of deduction of gift tax (taxation system for settlement at the time of inheritance)
   In cases of donated property value (taxation system for settlement at time of inheritance), the amount of gift tax levied on the
donated property is deducted from the amount of inheritance tax.

(c) Tax credit for minor This is for the purpose of reducing tax burdens of minors. When a legal heir is under 20 years of
age, 100,000 yen multiplied by the number of years before the age of the heir reaches 20 is deducted
from the amount of inheritance tax.

(d) Tax credit for
  handicapped person

This is for the purpose of reducing tax burdens of handicapped persons. When an heir is a
handicapped person and legal heir, 100,000 yen (200,000 yen in the case of heavily handicapped
person) multiplied by the number of years before the age of the heir reaches 85 is deducted from the
amount of inheritance tax.

(e) Successive
    inheritance tax
    credit

When an heir has been paying the inheritance tax by the preceding inheritance which started
within ten years before the current inheritance starts, a certain percentage of the amount of former
inheritance tax is deducted from the amount of current inheritance tax.

   Total amount of 30 million yen plus 6 million yen multiplied by the number of legal heirs is exempted.
   (2) Tax credit

   This is the amount which is deducted from the amount of inheritance tax. There are the following types of tax credit.

(a) Gift tax credit
(calendar-year

     taxation)

In cases of donated property value (calendar-year taxation), the amount of gift tax levied on the
donated property is deducted from the amount of inheritance tax.

(b) Reduction of
     inheritance tax
     for spouse

In order to reduce tax burdens of spouses, the amount of tax corresponding to the smaller of the
following taxable values is deducted from the amount of inheritance tax of a spouse: the taxable
value corresponding to the legal portion of legacy of the spouse (the maximum is limited to 160
million yen) or the taxable value (the value actually acquired) of the spouse.

However, the properties subject to this reduction do not include properties disguised or hidden by
taxpayers.

Value of properties
acquired according to
legal portion of legacy

Tax rate

Amount of deduction

(Method of use) Value of properties acquired according to legal portion of legacy    Tax Rate    Amount of
deduction

   (1) Basic exemption for bequest
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